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Arm motion during whole-body PET/CT acquisition is not
uncommon and can give rise to striking cold artifacts on PET
images. We investigated the mechanisms that underlie these
artifacts and proposed a potential solution. Methods: A phan-
tom experiment based on 5 clinical cases of suspected arm
motion was designed. The experiment involved a central 20-
cm-diameter 68Ge/68Ga cylinder simulating the neck and 2
peripheral 10-cm-diameter 18F cylinders simulating arms. After
motion-free CT and PET on a whole-body PET/CT system, the
position of the arms was altered so as to introduce different
amounts of misalignment. Twenty sequential PET scans were
acquired in this position, alternating between 2-dimensional
(2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) acquisition, as the 18F decayed.
Decay of 18F in the arms, while the activity in the 68Ge/68Ga
cylinder remained approximately constant, allowed the relative
impact of scatter and attenuation-correction errors to be deter-
mined. Results: Image artifacts were largely confined to the
local region of motion in 2D but extended throughout
the affected slices in 3D, where they manifested as a striking
underestimation of radiotracer concentration that became more
significant with increasing misalignment. For 3D, scatter-
correction error depended on activity in the arms, but for typical
activity concentrations scatter-correction error was more sig-
nificant than attenuation-correction error. 3D image reconstruc-
tion without scatter correction substantially eliminated these
artifacts in both phantom and patient images. Conclusion:
Reconstruction artifacts due to patient arm motion can be sub-
stantial and should be recognized because they can affect both
qualitative and quantitative assessment of PET.
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For many clinical PET/CT studies, imaging of the full
extent of the extremities is not essential and whole-body
acquisition is commonly performed with the patient’s arms
raised above the head (1,2). This positioning has the advant-
age of reducing photon attenuation in the region below the

shoulders, which represents most of the target scan range for
typical whole-body PET/CT studies. For CT, this positioning
decreases the incidence of beam-hardening artifacts (3), and
for PET, it increases the total number of detected coincidence
events and improves image statistical quality. In addition, hav-
ing the arms raised, as opposed to having them by the patient’s
side, reduces the likelihood of truncation artifacts (4,5).

Maintaining the arms in a raised position can be un-
comfortable for many patients, and in our experience, arm
motion during the imaging procedure is not uncommon.
Although the distal arms may be outside the imaging field
of view, the shoulders and proximal arms typically would
be included. Because of the sequential nature of PET/CT
acquisition, arm motion typically gives rise to spatial
misalignment between the CT and PET data. Misaligned
CT and PET images can complicate localization of tracer
uptake, but a potentially more significant problem can arise
because of a breakdown in the assumptions required for
PET image reconstruction. Because PET relies on accurately
aligned CT for both attenuation and scatter correction, pa-
tient arm motion can cause substantial artifacts in PET
images reconstructed using misaligned CT data.

Although the effect of arm motion during PET/CT ac-
quisition has not been specifically addressed to date, other
motion issues have been described in detail: respiratory
motion in oncology (6,7) and cardiology (8,9), gross
patient movement in cardiology (10,11) and neurology
(12,13), and internal organ motion (14,15). In the present
study, we investigate the mechanisms that underlie the
sometimes profound artifacts that can result when patient
motion causes CT and PET images of the arms to become
misaligned.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A phantom study was performed to assess the impact of arm
motion during PET/CT data acquisition. The design of this
phantom study was guided by clinical cases involving suspected
arm motion that were observed in our PET/CT practice. An
institutional review board exemption allowed review of our PET/
CT image database. Five patient studies were identified during
clinical reading sessions as having unusual cold artifacts and
suspected misalignment of the arms. All data were acquired using
a Discovery VCT (RX) (GE Healthcare) clinical whole-body PET/
CT system (16). According to standard protocols, patients were
positioned supine with arms raised and supported above the head.
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CT acquisition (64-slice; pitch, 0.984; 120 kVp; 20–200 mA; 0.5-s
rotation time) from the base of the skull to mid thigh was immedi-
ately followed by multibed PET acquisition (lutetium yttrium ortho-
silicate crystals; 3-dimensional [3D] acquisition; 255 s per bed
position; 7 bed positions; 36-mm bed overlap) in the caudocranial
direction. Three different PET image series were reconstructed using
ordered-subsets expectation maximization (2 iterations; 21 subsets; 3-
mm gaussian filter; 4.69-mm pixels; 3.27-mm slice thickness) and the
following processing combinations: no attenuation correction and no
scatter correction (NAC-NSC), CT-based attenuation correction (17)
and model-based scatter correction (18) (AC-SC), and CT-based
attenuation correction and no scatter correction (AC-NSC).

On the basis of these clinical data, a phantom experiment was
designed consisting of a 20-cm-diameter 68Ge/68Ga resin cylinder
(Sanders Medical Products) simulating the neck and two 10-cm-
diameter water-filled cylinders simulating arms in the raised posi-
tion. The 68Ge/68Ga cylinder was oriented parallel to the z-axis
of the scanner and centered within the transverse field of view.
The 2 smaller cylinders were positioned laterally on either side
of the 68Ge/68Ga cylinder and were initially oriented parallel to the

z-axis. The smaller cylinders were filled with 18F so as to have an
activity concentration at the start of the first PET acquisition (10.7
kBq/mL) that was similar to the 68Ge/68Ga cylinder (10.9 kBq/mL).
The intention of using 18F was to introduce different amounts of
activity in the arms over the course of an experimental period that
lasted over ten 18F half-lives. This time period allowed for essentially
complete decay of the 18F but negligible decay of the 68Ge/68Ga.

CT data were acquired using the parameters described above,
over a 15-cm axial range that matched a single PET field of view.
PET data were then acquired over the same range, first using 3D
mode (9 min) and then a separate acquisition in 2-dimensional
(2D) mode (18 min). After completion of these scans, in which the
CT and PETwere perfectly aligned, the phantom arrangement was
adjusted to simulate arm motion. The positions of the two 18F
cylinders were altered by moving one end of each cylinder in
the lateral direction, 5 cm away from its original location.
Whereas originally these 2 outer cylinders were parallel to the
z-axis of the scanner, after translation they were oriented at
approximately 18� with respect to this axis. The effect of this
motion was to introduce a degree of misalignment between the

FIGURE 1. Five different patient examples showing artifacts in coronal PET images consistent with arm motion. Each column shows data from

different patient. First 4 columns show PET data obtained with 18F-FDG (median, 616 16min of uptake and 6356 67MBq). Last column (E, J, and

O) shows PET data obtained with 11C-acetate (28 min of uptake and 639 MBq). (A–E) NAC-NSC PET, displayed in hot-body color scale, super-

imposed on CT. CT data are displayed in lung window to emphasize body outline and highlight armmotion that occurred between acquisition of CT
and of PET. (F–J) Fully corrected AC-SC PET images with cold artifacts evident at level of armmotion, indicated by red arrows. (K–O) AC-NSC PET

images in which cold artifacts were substantially reduced by not applying scatter correction. All PET data were acquired in 3D mode.
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position of the outer cylinders and their previous position at the
time of the CT. The extent of this misalignment varied with axial
position and ranged from 0 to 5 cm. With the phantom in this new
position, a further 18 sequential PET scans were acquired, alter-
nating between 3D (9 min) and 2D (18 min) modes, over a period
of 270 min. An additional pair of 3D and 2D images was also
acquired after a delay of 20 h after the start of the first PET
acquisition. The initial scans performed before phantom motion
were labeled 3D0 and 2D0, and the subsequent scans performed
after phantom motion were labeled 3D1–3D10 and 2D1–2D10.

PET images were reconstructed using either 2D or 3D ordered-
subsets expectation maximization as appropriate, in conjunction with
the parameters described for the clinical protocol. The same 3
correction combinations (NAC-NSC, AC-SC, and AC-NSC) were also
applied. When scatter correction was used, the method of Bergström
et al. (19) and a model-based approach (18) were used for 2 and 3
dimensions, respectively. Quantitative image analysis used 19-cm cir-
cular regions of interest manually positioned within the 68Ge/68Ga
cylinder for all images slice, excluding the extreme end slices.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows coronal images from 5 patient studies that
illustrate the artifacts associated with arm motion. In Figures
1A–1E, the extent of the arm motion can be visualized as
regions of spatial misalignment between the CT images and
the NAC-NSC PET images, which are independent of the CT
data and reflect the real position of the arms at the time of the
PET acquisition. In Figures 1F–1J, red arrows indicate local-
ized regions of apparently low tracer concentration in the
conventional AC-SC images. These cold regions are suspi-

cious because they appear as sharp discontinuities that are
not consistent with the expected distribution of the tracer. In
each case, the apparent artifacts arise at the same axial level
as the arm motion and occur in multiple transverse slices
depending on the extent of the motion. The artifact is
not localized to within the arm or shoulder region where
PET and CT misalignment occurred and typically extends
throughout the affected transverse slices. Although 4 of the 5
cases presented here involved 18F-FDG, the artifact does not
appear to be related to the PET radiopharmaceutical because
the artifact also occurred in a separate study performed with
11C-acetate (Fig. 1J).

Figures 2 and 3 show representative coronal slices from
the phantom study, acquired in 3D and 2D modes, respec-
tively. The first column (A, F, and K) shows images acquired
with perfect alignment of the PET and CT data. Subsequent
columns show PET images in which the 2 outer cylinders
had been moved with respect to the CT to simulate arm
motion. The top rows (A–E) show NAC-NSC PET images
superimposed on the CT images and clearly show the mis-
alignment in B–D. The middle rows (F–J) show fully cor-
rected (AC-SC) PET images. Inspection of the PET images
from left to right shows decreasing activity in the arms due to
radioactive decay of 18F and negligible arm activity in the
last column. The blue arrows in both the 3D and the 2D
images (Figs. 2 and 3) indicate artifacts in the arm regions
that are consistent with inaccurate attenuation correction due
to misalignment of the CT and PET data. The red arrows in
the 3D data (Fig. 2) indicate a separate artifact that manifests

FIGURE 2. Coronal images of phantom arrangement acquired in 3D mode. First column represents 3D0 and was acquired with perfect

alignment of PET and CT. Subsequent columns represent 3D1, 3D4, 3D7, and 3D10, respectively, and were acquired with PET and CT

misaligned. Central 68Ge/68Ga cylinder was stationary, whereas 2 outer 18F cylinders were intentionally misaligned with respect to CT to
simulate arm motion. 18F activity is seen to decay from left to right and was negligible at time that images in last column (E, J, and O) were

acquired. (A–E) NAC-NSC PET, displayed in hot-body color scale, superimposed on CT. CT data are displayed in lung window to

emphasize phantom outline and highlight motion that occurred between acquisition of CT and PET (except first column). (F–J) Fully

corrected AC-SC PET images, with blue arrows indicating artifacts in vicinity of arm motion. Red arrows indicate other, more centrally
located, cold artifacts. (K–O) AC-NSC PET images, in which central cold artifacts were substantially reduced by lack of scatter correction.
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as a cold region, more centrally located and some distance
from the site of arm misalignment. This artifact becomes
increasingly more pronounced as arm misalignment
increases, as can be seen on moving from the bottom to the
top of these coronal images. The artifact is also seen to be most
pronounced when activity in the arms was greatest (G) and
declines with decaying 18F activity such that there is no
obvious artifact when there is no activity in the arms (J). This
central cold artifact is seen only in the 3D images and is not
evident in the 2D images, despite the fact that the phantom
configurations were identical in each case.
Scatter fractions estimated during scatter correction of the

AC-SC images are shown in Table 1 for the entire axial field
of view. The scatter fraction is substantially higher for 3D1
than for the correctly aligned 3D0 and decreases with each
subsequent scan. This decrease in the 3D scatter fraction
between 3D1 and 3D10 occurs despite the fact that
the phantom geometry is unchanged. The only difference
between these phantom arrangements is the decreasing 18F
activity in the misaligned arms. The scatter fraction for 3D10
(0.30), which had no arm activity, is approximately the same
as 3D0 (0.31), suggesting that it is the presence of radio-
activity in the misaligned arms (as opposed to a real change
in the scatter distribution) that is responsible for overestima-
tion of the scatter fraction. These data suggest that overcor-
rection for scatter may contribute to the central cold artifacts
seen in the 3D AC-SC images. PET images reconstructed
with AC-NSC are shown in Figures 2 and 3 (K–O). The 3D
AC-NSC images show a substantial reduction in the central
cold artifact as a result of the absence of scatter correction.

Figure 4 quantifies the extent of the central cold artifact
as a function of image slice number which, in the cases of
images 1–10, is inversely proportional to the extent of the
arm misalignment. Figure 4A confirms a trend toward un-
derestimation of the 3D AC-SC image values when the
arms were misaligned (3D1–3D9). The extent of this un-
derestimation is seen to become more significant with
increasing arm misalignment (decreasing slice number)
and increasing arm activity (e.g., 3D1 has greater arm
activity than 3D9). 3D10, for which there was no arm

FIGURE 3. Coronal images of phantom arrangement acquired in 2D mode. First column represents 2D0 and was acquired with perfect

alignment of PET and CT. Subsequent columns represent 2D1, 2D4, 2D7, and 2D10 and were acquired with PET and CT misaligned. Central
68Ge/68Ga cylinder was stationary, whereas 2 outer 18F cylinders were intentionally misaligned with respect to CT to simulate arm motion.
18F activity is seen to decay from left to right and was negligible at time that images in last column (E, J, and O) were acquired. (A–E) NAC-

NSC PET, displayed in a hot-body color scale, superimposed on CT. CT data are displayed in lung window to emphasize phantom outline

and highlight motion that occurred between acquisition of CT and PET (except first column). (F–J) Fully corrected AC-SC PET images, with

blue arrows indicating artifacts in vicinity of arm motion. (K–O) AC-NSC PET images, which, in case of these 2D data, are qualitatively similar
to AC-SC images shown in F–J.

TABLE 1
Scatter Fractions Estimated During Scatter Correction of
AC-SC Phantom Images Acquired in 2 and 3 Dimensions

Scan no. 2D scatter fraction 3D scatter fraction

0 0.14 0.31

1 0.14 0.51

2 0.14 0.50

3 0.15 0.48
4 0.15 0.47

5 0.16 0.46

6 0.16 0.45
7 0.16 0.43

8 0.17 0.42

9 0.17 0.40

10 0.19 0.30

Scan 0 was acquired with perfect alignment of CT and PET

data. All other scans (1–10) were acquired with arms misaligned
between PET and CT.
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activity, is seen to overestimate the signal relative to 3D0
and is similar to the misaligned 2D data (Fig. 4B, 2D1–
2D10). For these configurations (3D10 and 2D1–2D10),
attenuation-correction error, which is expected to be sim-
ilar in 2D and 3D modes, appears to dominate. Figure 4C
further supports the proposition that image reconstruction
without scatter correction can be used to suppress the
artifacts seen in AC-SC 3D PET. In Figure 4D, the 2D
AC-NSC data show trends similar to the 2D AC-SC data
(Fig. 4B), confirming that scatter-correction error is a
small effect in 2D.

DISCUSSION

In this series of clinical observations and experiments, we
have tried to characterize and understand the cause of the
artifacts associated with patient arm motion during whole-
body PET/CT. The dominant artifact manifested as a striking

underestimation of the reconstructed image signal through-
out multiple transverse slices and appeared as cold bands in
the coronal and sagittal planes at the level of the arm motion.
In the case of arms-up acquisition, the artifact typically
occurred at the neck or shoulder, although it can occur at
other sites, as noted in Figure 1J. The artifact was not con-
fined to the specific region in which the arm motion occurred
and extended throughout the corresponding transverse slices.
Indeed, the effect was greatest at locations deeper within the
body, including positions that did not move and were at some
distance from the site of the motion. In cases for which these
regions are of clinical interest, the presence of the artifact
can complicate image interpretation and may require the
acquisition of additional data. As the artifacts did not occur
in uncorrected (NAC-NSC) PET images, a phantom study
was designed to isolate the influence that spatial misalign-
ment had on attenuation and scatter corrections.

FIGURE 4. Mean activity concentration derived from 19-cm-diameter circular region of interest placed inside 68Ge/68Ga cylinder in

reconstructed PET images. Each data series (0 through 10) refers to corresponding image series. 0 corresponds to no misalignment

between PET and CT. 1–10 corresponds to misaligned image data. 18F activity in misaligned arms decreases because of radioactive

decay between 1 and 10 such that 10 has no 18F activity. Data are shown as function of image slice number, which, in image series 1–10, is
inversely related to extent of misalignment between PET and CT. Image slice 45 has approximately no misalignment, whereas image slice 1

has 5-cm misalignment. A and B show fully corrected (AC-SC) data in 3D and 2D modes, respectively. C and D show data with no scatter

correction (AC-NSC) in 3D and 2D modes, respectively.
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On the basis of these phantom measurements, it became
clear that overcorrection for scatter, as opposed to attenu-
ation-correction error, was the cause of the dramatic cold
artifacts observed in patient images acquired in 3D. The cold
artifact shown in Figure 2G, and quantified in Figure 4A, is
seen to decrease in Figures 2H–2J as activity in the arms
decayed. Attenuation-correction error cannot explain these
changes because the attenuation distribution was identical
in each case. Scatter-correction error would seem to provide
an explanation because, in the case of both patient and phan-
tom studies, arm motion caused emission activity to appear to
be located outside the body, as indicated by CT. 3D scatter-
correction algorithms such as the one implemented on the
Discovery RX (20,21), and also on other commercial systems
(22,23), use data obtained from the tails of the projections to
scale the scatter estimate so as to match the patient data. This
method assumes that, after randoms correction, coincidence
data recorded in the tails of the projections can be attributed
to scatter because these projections do not pass through the
patient. Identification of the lines of response to use for this
scatter estimation is based on the patient’s body outline and is
obtained from the CT data. In cases of motion, the CT data
no longer accurately reflect the position of the patient during
PET data acquisition, and this algorithm can break down.
The scatter-correction algorithm identifies lines of response
that are outside the body at the time of the CT but at the time
of the PET acquisition may pass through the body, resulting
in a large number of true coincidence events. The correction
algorithm, therefore, assumes a high scatter contribution and
attempts to compensate by applying a correspondingly high
scatter correction. This overcorrection for scatter accounts for
the cold artifacts seen in both patient and phantom images.
This explanation is supported by the phantom experiment in

several ways, including the relationship between the amount
of activity in the arms and the extent of the cold artifact.
As activity in the misaligned arms decreased, the number
of coincidence events incorrectly assumed to be scatter also
decreased, resulting in less extensive overcorrection. When
activity in the arms had completely decayed (3D10), no
scatter-correction error would have been expected via this
mechanism and, as shown in the Figure 2J, no artifacts were
observed. At this point, only attenuation-correction error
remains and the 2D and 3D data are strikingly similar
(3D10 and 2D10 in Figs. 4A and 4B, respectively). The fact
that the artifact appeared only in the 3D images and not in the
2D images is also consistent with this explanation. The pres-
ence of interplane septa means that 2D acquisition is associ-
ated with much lower scatter fractions than 3D acquisition and
errors in scatter correction would therefore be expected to have
a much smaller effect in 2D. Furthermore, the observation that
the cold artifact occurred in the 3D images, not at the exact site
of the arm motion but toward the center of the scatter distri-
bution, is also consistent with scatter-correction error.
Further evidence that scatter overcorrection causes the cold

artifact was provided when image reconstruction without
scatter correction (AC-NSC) resulted in complete elimination

of the artifact (Figs. 2L–2N). This observation suggests that a
potential solution, when artifacts of this kind occur in clinical
images, is to repeat image reconstruction without any scatter
correction. As seen in the example patient images in Figures
1K–1O, this approach successfully eliminated the cold arti-
facts and may assist in determining whether patients require
repeated imaging. A caveat to this approach is that, although
the artifact was eliminated, accurate image quantification
requires scatter correction. Indices such as standardized
uptake value are, therefore, no longer available.

CONCLUSION

Reconstruction artifacts due to patient arm motion can be
substantial and should be recognized because they can
affect both qualitative and quantitative assessment of PET.
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